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INTRODUCTION

We do not know yet the all of specifics of Donald Trump’s plans on immigration, beyond his broadly worded executive orders. But his rhetoric has been alarming. During his campaign for the presidency, Trump characterized Mexican immigrants as rapists and drug dealers and Muslim immigrants as terrorists and threats to women.† Now by executive order, he has vowed to build a wall between the U.S. and Mexico and has threatened mass deportations for those in this country without papers.2 For many of us, Trump’s success in the election felt like a victory for his anti-immigrant, racist, and xenophobic rhetoric.3 How can we prepare and resist now and in the years to come?

I do not have the answer. But as I have worried about the effects of Trump’s
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immigration policies on immigrant families and communities, I have been returning to a few principles. Nothing in these principles is new. I draw from the wisdom of leaders like Bill Quigley\textsuperscript{4} and the example of the many activists who have forged a path forward in times of injustice.\textsuperscript{5} I have also learned from conversations with colleagues, friends, and students as we plan for immigrants’ rights advocacy in the Trump years.

\section*{I. COLLABORATE AND ORGANIZE}

As Bill Quigley says, “systemic social change comes not from courts or heroic lawyers or law reform or impact litigation, but from social movements.” Much has been written about law and organizing. The main message is that lawyers must work alongside and in collaboration with grassroots organizing efforts to be effective.\textsuperscript{7} In difficult times, immigrants’ rights lawyers can draw strength and ideas from engaging in the larger movement. We benefit from deepening our partnerships with immigrants, organizers, and others to advocate against restrictive proposals and for meaningful positive social change.

For many lawyers, working alongside those most affected by the government’s anti-immigrant policies requires putting aside ego. Law school is full of
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lawyer hero stories, but those stories tend to focus on lawyers as protagonists and leave out the organizations and other actors truly instrumental in effecting social change. Now, more than ever, it is time to assume a growth mindset as we learn from our colleagues and friends in the movement. We must embrace being uncomfortable around those who share our goals but disagree with our strategies. We need to continually re-examine our privilege and how it has shaped our perspectives. From self-examination and honest communication of discomfort comes trust and connection—the foundation for working together in a movement for equal human rights for all migrants.

On a practical level, litigation is important, but it is only one tool to combat anti-immigrant administrative action, regulations, or statute. In some cases, litigation has not yielded long-term change. In other contexts, litigation may not be available, whether because of court-stripping provisions in the immigration statute or because of the watered-down constitutional standards that often applied in immigration cases. To fight anti-immigrant, xenophobic policies, we will need to use every tactic we have, including—but definitely not limited to—litigation. This is not something new for most social justice lawyers, who have long employed a range of tactics, including local advocacy, media work, public education, and legislation.

—

It gives me hope to study the social movements that have caused lasting change for immigrant communities. One excellent example is the broad-based Central American solidarity movement that began in the 1980s and ultimately resulted in asylum and other immigration protections for Central American asylum-seekers. As Susan Coutin has detailed, the movement included religious organizations, political activists, refugees, and lawyers. Together, the lawyers and others in the movement employed a broad range of tactics, from civil disobedience to class action lawsuits, and from direct action to legislative reform. One of the signatures of the movement was the decision of churches to act as sanctuaries for refugees. The federal government filed criminal charges against the churches, and movement lawyers sued the government in court. The resulting lawsuit—American Baptist Churches v. Meese—established that Guatemalans and Salvadorans had a right to apply for asylum. Advocates followed this legal victory with legislative efforts to broaden legalization for all Central American refugees and migrants.

We can learn much from the sanctuary movement’s use of multiple modes of advocacy, engagement with unlikely allies, and persistence in the face of seemingly impossible odds. History gives us hope that disruptive, creative, movement-based lawyering can result in change, even when reform seems unattainable.

III. WITNESS AND SPEAK OUT

We must be vigilant and vocal to combat the government’s use of secrecy as a tool against immigrant communities and communities of color. During the Bush Administration (in the post-9/11 years), the government targeted Muslim immigrants for secret arrests, secret detentions, secret surveillance, and closed deportation proceedings. The government failed to meet its obligations under
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the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and refused to release responsive rec-

ords during discovery in civil suits. Secret government actions isolated Muslim

and other immigrant communities and insulated government action from necessary public oversight.

As we did during the Bush Administration, we may be called upon once
again to combat secrecy by bearing visible, compassionate witness. It is often a
first step toward uncovering injustice and standing in solidarity with vulnerable,
targeted communities. After the Bush-era secret arrests and detentions, immigration
lawyers and activists began to receive panicked calls from family members
who did not know where loved ones were being held or what would happen next.
An important step at that time was to uncover and share the stories of those who
were being detained—stories of racist taunts, physical abuse, inedible food, constant
lighting, strip searches, and other unbearable conditions. Shining the light
on those government practices yielded representation for immigrants and a dam-
ages case that is now before the U.S. Supreme Court.

In describing what we uncover and see, words matter. In the post-9/11 years,
anti-immigrant forces were quick to structure the discussion as a choice between
civil rights/liberties and safety—a false framing that devalued the rights that
characterize our national identity (and a framing that President Obama later dis-
paraged). I hope we can structure the discussion during the Trump years from
a pro-immigrant, pro-civil rights perspective and interrupt ongoing efforts to
frame the choices we face as dichotomous.

IV. REPRESENT IMMIGRANTS FACING REMOVAL

Advocates fear that under Trump’s executive orders and other actions, the


federal government will place more individuals into deportation proceedings. This would worsen an already terrible access to justice crisis. Even though immigration laws are extraordinarily complex and deportation can result in separation from family and community (and in some cases, physical harm or torture), the government does not provide attorneys for those in removal proceedings. Rather, immigrants must either pay someone to represent them or find someone to represent them for free. The result is that the majority of immigrants endure removal proceedings without the assistance of counsel.

One of the most critical things that attorneys can do to assist immigrants is to provide representation in removal (deportation) proceedings. Our recent study of San Francisco Immigration Court revealed that roughly two-thirds of immigrants lacked counsel at any stage in their removal proceedings. But detained immigrants with counsel were three times more likely to prevail than those without attorneys. Excellent studies of the effect of representation on deportation outcomes in New York, California, and nationwide confirm these findings.

Now is the time for attorneys—new and experienced, full-time or pro bono—to start representing individuals in removal proceedings. Attorneys can also join activists who have been agitating across the country to expand public funding for removal defense attorneys.
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V. ENGAGE IN CREATIVE SOLUTIONS AT THE LOCAL AND STATE LEVEL

When the federal government has fallen short in protecting the rights of immigrant communities, state and local governments have stepped forward. California is a leader in this regard, enacting laws granting undocumented immigrants the right to driver licenses, in-state tuition, and state-subsidized healthcare. California has passed laws to protect unaccompanied noncitizen children and noncitizens with past convictions and to limit Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) hold requests directed at local jails. California’s laws—and similar measures across the country (and at the local level)—reflect the tireless advocacy of immigrants’ rights groups who have long pushed to hold elected officials accountable to their diverse constituents.

Mayors, governors, and other elected officials across the country have stepped forward since Trump’s election to confirm support for pro-immigrant policies (sometimes called sanctuary policies). California legislators and others have already introduced a host of pro-immigrant bills. If Trump continues to target immigrants, then we must redouble our efforts to work with these pro-immigrant state and local officials to create a web of supportive policies and protections.
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VI. SEEK OUT NEW ALLIES

One of the most effective lessons from past efforts to protect the rights of minority communities is the importance of building new alliances. In the sanctuary movement of the 1980s, allies ranged from churches to foreign governments. The DREAMers’ movement to gain status and rights for undocumented students has drawn on relationships with universities, schools, teachers, and others. Already, churches and other faith organizations have proclaimed their intent to provide sanctuary and stand in solidarity with Muslim immigrants now that the Trump administration has decided to target them based on their religion. My hope is that we can reach out to local, national, and international allies to strengthen and broaden the movement for immigrants’ rights.

VII. PREPARE FOR A LONG FIGHT

Without a doubt, we will suffer setbacks and defeats. And there will be times when we will feel exhausted. My last principle is to prioritize self-care and reflection. Self-care means different things to different people, but its result should be a feeling of energy, rejuvenation, and connection. Reflection is equally important. In the Immigrants’ Rights Clinic—which I direct—we emphasize a cycle of preparation, execution, and reflection, whether for client meetings, court appearances, community meetings, or any other important event in the course of representation. But sometimes, in times of crisis, I (and I suspect many others)
jump into a mode of preparation and execution, without reflection. That is a mistake. As Angela Harris, Margaretta Lin and Jeff Selbin explain, “a mindfulness practice assists lawyers in understanding the place of their work in the larger struggle for peace and justice.”

* * *

My list of principles is by no means complete. Others have written eloquently of their advice for young lawyers and for social justice work more generally. I share my thoughts in the hope that they will contribute to the conversations I am having at Stanford and beyond about preparing for the Trump years. Tough times are here. But I believe we are ready to draw from our diverse strengths and experiences to respond strategically and creatively.
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